
   Seek Thermal Seek Thermal Shot - Thermal camera (206x156 pixel) 9Hz,
SeekFusion Technologie, Touch-Display

Brands

Seek Thermal
Producer no.

SW-AAA

Article no.

SK1011ZZ
EAN / GTIN

0859356006200

MRP

569,00 €

- 206 x 156 thermal resolution - Identify, diagnose and report problems faster with high resolution
thermal images and video
- SeekFusion technology - See exactly what you’re looking at with combined visible and thermal
images
- Large color touch screen - 3.5" color touchscreen with 640 x 480 resolution so you can see more
detail
- WiFi live view - Stream a live thermal view onto your smartphone or tablet over WiFi
- Long-lasting (rechargable) battery life - Best-in-class battery life of up to 4 hours continuous
thermal imaging

Shot Features a very high thermal resolution of 206 x 156, on-device tools to capture, edit and
analyze in the field, as well as spot measurements and temperature boxes to create time-saving
reports on the spot. SeekFusion allows you to adjust the blend between thermal and visible images
and quickly diagnose hidden problems, while WiFi streaming allows you to share and stream to
any smartphone or tablet.
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   Seek Thermal Seek Thermal Shot - Thermal camera (206x156 pixel) 9Hz,
SeekFusion Technologie, Touch-Display

Technical Details
- 206 x 156 (32.136 Pixel) thermal sensor
- 57-degree field of view
- Measure Temperatures from -40 Celcius to +330 Celcius
- SeekFusion display Technologie combines thermal picture with visual picture
- Frame Rate < 9 Hz
- Large 3,5 inch Touch-Display (648 x 480 resolution)
- Microbolometer: Vanadium Oxide
- Thermal sensitivity < 70Mk
- Spectral Range 75-14 Microns
- USB-C port for charging, data-transfer
Camera Features
- Robust casing with rubber-touch
- Live-Streaming the thermal image over WLAN to tablet, smartphone or PC
- Picture or Video modus
- 4GB internal memory
- Rechargable battery holds up to 4 hours
- Thread hold on underside for tripod
- Advanced analysis-tools (Span/Level, Hi/Low, Spot) direct on touch-screen
- Temperatur display can be chosen between Celcius, Fahrenheit or Kelvin
- Wrist-Lanyard
Seek Vista App
- Free Seek Vista App for iOS (App Store) and Android (Playstore)
- Live-Streaming over self-created Wi-Fi (with Smartphone. Tablet or Mac/PC)
Further infos:
- Box contents: Camera, Wrist-Lanyard. USB-C cable
- Dimensions of the camera: 8 x 14 x 2,8cm
- Weight: 205g
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